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This report will deal only with a portion of the

project data. As in most surveys a great deal of data were

collected. Here we provide a basic overview of the study,

focusing on major variables of community involvement and

alienation. Following a review of the literature in the

area of community studies, we shall discuss the research

design and methodology of this project. Then we shall

provide an analysis of the variables associated with commun

ity involvement and alienation. The analysis will consider

both individual and cvmmunity data. This strategy we hope

will shed some light on the contribution of both individual

and structural variables in producing variation in involvement

and in alienation.



•

TheorcticQl Background

In their analysis of utopian thought, Negley and

Patrick, report that a comparison of utopian thinking in

different eras reveals that in the lQst 100 years utopists

have recognized the inadequacy of the communitarian ideal as

the principle of future social organization and ,·,ere beg inn-

ing to see that modern utopia must be the world. Their

Straight
Religion

a""lysis predated the rise of the counter-culture movement

in the 1960's, a movement which ideologically reaffirmed

the communitarian ideal and, behaviourally, resulted in the

emergence of tuany corrununes wherein members strove for relative

self-sufficiency. Such conoounes typically were short-lived

and perhaps more parasitical than independent. 2 The ~vidence

appears to be that the counter-culture movement is dead 3 and

that it represented a respite rather than an enduring diver-

sion with reference to the long-term trend found by Negley

and Patrick. While it is difficult to assess the long-run

effects of the counter-culture movement it has contributed

lNegley G. & Patrick, J. Max, ed., Quest for Utopia,

Doubleday, 1963.

2See Robbins T. & Anthonv D., "Getting
Neher Baba," Journal for the Scieniific Study of

3Westhues, K., Society's Shadows, Prentice-Hall, 1972.



to the public discussion concernlng decentralization and

the role/function of the local cOlTununi ty in the context

of it lI s hrinking ll \'lorld.

This re-evaluation of the rolc,ffunction of the

local conununity has also been carried on, with particular

intensity in recent time, by sociologists and others. The

main areas of study have been the relation of the community

to the society as a whole and the relation of conununity to

alienation on a personality level.

On the one hand, many studies have attempted to

analyze the suppcsed
)t

"building-block" function of community

for the broader society. Such studies as COleman's4,

Hartindale'sS, vidich and Bensman's6 and Horgan's7 are of

particular relevance in this regard. Coleman, for example,

has argued that the conununity is becoming less and less- the

"building-block" of which society is composed; rather, local

4Coleman, J. I nComrnunity Disorgaraization ll in t-lerton R.K.
& Nisbet, R.A., Contemporary Social Problems, Harcourt & Brace 1961

SMartindale, D., American Society, Von Nostrand, 1962.

Small Town In a Mass
Society,

6Vidich, A.J., & Bensman J.,
Doubleday, 1960.

7Morgan, A.E., The Small Cormnunity, Harper, 1942.
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communities are integrated in mass society via a kind of

functional specialization (i.e., the community that exports

workers, the community that provides recreational services for

the broader society and so forth ). Martindale has con-

curred I'lith this view and talks about the "nation as the

distinctive community of modern man". Norgan perceives the

same trend' and projects an alarm not evident in the I~ritings

of Coleman and Martindale. These observations rest on the

supposed fragmentation resulting from affiliation with

general is that the processes which t=nd to make a community

multiple groups transcending locality; the argument i~

/

-out of a geographi<: loca.lity are interrupted and diverted. 8

This supposed change or loss of function by the

community has been, in the literature, most closely associated
,

with the development of the mass society and the consequent

pervasiveness of urbanization. vidich and Bensman offer an

especially perceptive analysis of this develo~merit in their

study of a small New York tOlm; they point out that rather

than there being horizontal linkages integrating diverse

groups and interests at the local level, the significant

linkages were vertical ones I~hereby local groups and interests

were linked in a metropolitan/satellite fashion to "elites" at

8Homans, G.C., The Human Group, Harcourt Brace, 1950
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the national level. Coleman's analysis closely harmonizes

with Vidich and Bensman's in pointing out the extensi nd

intensive invasion of the small community throu\Jh the mgss

media, leisure, religious, and especially, political and
~

•
economic institutions. According to these anulysis the small
- -

community itself tends towards the mass society characteristic

of the modern large urban centre with its small-organized elite

and its large unorganized and undifferentiated mass. A most

striking example of this change in community is that reported

by Homans 9 in his longitudinal brief on Hilltown - a Nel'/

England community, characterized in the first years of this

century by a high degree of interaction, mutual assistance,

political activity and local consciousness, which with the

establishment of industrial centres nearby, the luring of the

young to these and other urban centres and the invasion'of

urbanization, has no'.V become a classic example of the 50-

called impoverished dormitory community.

However, while most observers perceive this decline-
in community, they differ' in their evaluation of this change

or loss of function. Morgan, for instance, views this trend
•

with alarm and devotes his book to practical consideratio~s

Which might effect a stronger "small community". Nisbet lO

9Homans, G.C., The Human Group, Harcourt Brace, 1950

/./

10Nisbet, R.A., Community and Power, Oxford Press, 1963
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--concurs ",ith Horgan ano places the blame
~

for rnuny currcnt~
social ills on the decline of community. ~Iost recently
~- -

Vance Packard in his book, A Nation of Strangers, urgued

that ",.,hatever the individual reactions, lVe are rapidly

losing several critical ingredients of a civilized, salutary

society. We are seeing a sharp increase in people suffering

alienation or feeling adrift, which is having an impact on

emotional and even physical health. We know there is a sub-

stantial increase of inhabitants suffering a loss of sense

of conununity, identity and continuity."ll On the other hand,

Martindale and Coleman point out that loss of consensus within

the conununity is not synonymous with loss of consensus in the

broader society and also, cOIT~unity disorganization is not

equivalent to societal disorganization. Rather they appear

to perceive mere shifts (albeit important shifts) in the

character of affiliation such that occupational groupings12

and more broadly based clubs and interests have replaced the

llpackard V., A Nation of Strangers, HcKay, 1972, p.5.

12The fundamental insight here is attributable to

Durkheim E., The Division of Labour in Society, Free Press, 1960

Durkheim emphasized occupational guilds as assuming in modern
society many of the former gemeinschaft functions.
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kind of integration formerly operating on the community level.

In general those observers expressing concern adopt

the vantage point that ~n a mass (organic) type of society,

individual involvement and meaningfulness necessitates a

f t " 13I'sense a roo s . Moreover they asstUl'.e th3 t this 'I sense

of roots ".' Can only or best be achieved through a mechanical or

age meinschaft-life community and, further, tha t this "sense of

of roots" necessitates more than the relatively uninvolved

household. As Huxley says "if you wish to avoid the spiritual

impoverishment of individuals and Hhole societies, leave the

metropolis and revive the small country cor..r.lUnity or, altern-

atively, humanize the metropolis by creating Hithin its net-

work of . • . organization, the urban equivalents of small

country communities in which individuals can meet and cooper-

ate as complete persons, not as mere embodiments of specialized

functions.,,14 Perhaps the issue is more succinctly put by

Nisbet, "alienation from place and property turns out to be at

bottom estrangement of close personal ties which give lasting

identity to each".15 Thus Nisbet like Huxley and others, thinks

that community is the essential context within which modern

13N, b
1.5 et,

14Huxley,

R.A. op. cit.

A. Brave New Ivorld Revisited, Harper & Bros.,
1958

15 , b
N~s et, R.A. o~p~.~c~~~'~t.
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alienation has to be considered.

Just as somc argue that community disorganization is

not synonymous with societal disorganization so too they con-

tend that community disorganization is not equivalent to

individual alienation or meaningfulness. vidich and Bensman

note that the individual and the community spheres should not

be considered as one. Their point is that while integration

may exist in the community (largely through the operations of

an organized elite) personal disorganization may be quite

prevalent. Other researchers have pointed to this pattern,

namely that in highly integrated and inflexible communities

suicide rates and other indices of personal alienation may

also be high. 16 Coleman contends that the obverse of this
. .

pattern may also be common in the sense that the individual
.

is freer now from the constraints of community bonds, and

possibly able to establish mOre meaningful bonds .on a non-

territorial basis. The Coleman contention is quite popular

among social scientists. They are quick to observe that "a

careful reading of the materials on social history suggests

l6Durkheim, E. Suicide, Free Press 1960; Firth, R.,
~~ments of Social Disorganization, Beacon Press, 1961 and

a e 1, S. F ., in Fir th, p. 75 .
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that the emotional security amd mutual aid afforded in the

unchanging community entailed a fairly substantial cost.

The price of insularity appears to have been an amalgilm of

excessive parochialism and bigotry, a limitation of oppor-

tunity and choice of associates, a close surveillance of

.one's behaviour by neighbours, a short life expectancy and a

low level'~f living. ,.17 Fischer also minimizes the signifi-

cance for the individual of community disorganization,

observing that "studies of social networks indicate that

people draw important others from outside the neighbourhood,

tOlm or even region - with little discernible ill-effect.

People can build their identities on bases other than places

on a map.,,18 The Suggestion is that the true or authentic-
"community" is not an association founded on physical: proximity-
but one of interes~ of_affect~on__free fro~tLLe constraints

of distance.

From this brief analysis of modern thought pertaining

to cOl1U11unity, it is apparent that all agree on the change in

the role/function of the local community. An indication of

this development is the obvious inadequacy of traditional

definitions of conoounity. In modern urban society how mar.y

17Hawley, A., "Review Symposium On "1, ?lation of
Strangers" American Journal of Sociology July 1973 p. 165

18F , h
~sc er, C.S., "Review Symposium ... " ibid, p.168
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local communities can be defined as "total ways of life,

complexes of behaviour composed of all the institutions

necessary to carryon a complete life, fermed into a \'lOr!:ing

whole IT ?19 Probably fe\·, communi ties ever existed in the sense

implied by the definition but the prevalence of approximations

in the past made the definition a useful ideal-type. In modern

society th~ small relatively independent and self-contained

community is an anomaly. The complexities of modern society

are such that specialization and functional interdependence

characterize all aspects of life. To the extent that small

communities provide "a locally based sense of 8=curity and

stability,,20 they are either found deep in the hinterland or

are specialized loci catering to specific status and age

groups.

The more debatable point concerns then the conse-

quences of this change in role/function for society as a

whole and for personal alienation. Virtually all social

scientists assume that for societal maintenance and for

personal meaningfulness, social ties are vital. nut those

persons contending that decline in community is not partic

ularly disruptive for society emphasize that patterns of

affiliation have merely changed - the referents are different.

19Martindale, D., op. cit and Frith,> R., op. cit.

20Berry, B., "Review Symposium. ." op. cit.

9



similarly, they argue, community decline is not equivalent

to personal alienation, since involvement can and does operate

on a different basis. \'le have envisaged our \'lork as an effort

to discuss these questions. Concerned 'vith actual beh<>viour,

we have examined the nature of involvement in different types

of small communities, the extent of security, identity and

stability' from the individual resident's point-of-vi"",', the

relation between social linkages in the community and linkages

outside the community and the variables, community and affili-

ational, which predict alienation.

Alienation has long been a concept of intense study

and inquiry. Indeed as one author has "Vlritten the history

of man could very well be written as a history of the alien

ation of man. ,,21 Insightful I'lriters long ago predicted. the

rise of a pervasive alienation. The characteristics of·western

capitalistic society have usually been held accountable for

alienation in its varied manifestations: The large population

in the cities, the gap bet"een the rich and poor in a context

of universalistic achievement norms, the struggle for monetary

gains and the material goods that it buys, the revolution in

expectations related to industrial affluence, the pervasive

1957,
21Coser,

p.526
L., & Rosenberg, A., Sociological Theory,

10



geographic mobility of people and the consequent temporary

character of friends and confidant!:, the increasing value

attached to science accompanied by a systematic rejection of

religious beliefs and security.

The increment in the direct observability of alien

ation phenomena in recent years and the seriousness of its

symptoms .:..: the increase of drug use, the development of strange

and mystic' religious cults, communication clashes bet,,'een and

wi thin groups, the emergence of violence - oriented ideological

group~ and so forth - have led some thinkers to posit that the

very basis of social order and the fundamental structures and

values of society are threatened. Consequently, there has

been a renewed concern about the small community, an ideal

ization of it, since it is associated with previous life styles

and patterns of association. There has also been a multitude of

attempts to study the multi-dimensional aspects of alienation.

Utopians concentrate on planning societies, modifying or elim

inating those factors thought to cause alienation. Others seek

to explore the realm of alienation to reveal important causes

of it, with the final intent of understanding the dynamics of

such an influential phenomenon. In this study we have attempted

to measure and differentiate beboeen alienation from people and

lienation from the values and directions of modern society.

11



The LocuS of Study: Halifilx County, Nova Scotia

In examining the role/function of the contemporary,

small conununi ty in t.he light of our theoretical bacJ:ground;.

we recognize the necessity of considering it in relation .to

the metropolitan centre - the chief source of the penetrating

rays of modern mass society. From a research design point

of view one can perhaps best get at the new procesies of

integration and specialization and thereby understand the

changing role/function of the small community when one can

study a host of small communities which are satellites in

various ways and to various degrees of the same large,

developing metropolitan centre. It lS equally clear. that In

examining the small community one has to be cognizant of the

great variety of small communities. Duncan and Reiss have

fruitfully distinguished suburbs from more distant and rural-

like communities in their analysis of the social character

istics of communities~2 Coleman discusses briefly several

different types of conununities noting especially the behavioral

differences between communities which are new urban extensions

and those which began as independent tOlYnS and have only

recently become sUburbs. 23 One might well expect that

of Urban
220uncan, D.O., & Reiss, A.,

and Rural Communities, Wiley,

23Coleman, J., op. cit.

12
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affiliation patterns, alienation and so forth would differ

in small satellite communities with different historical

economies (Le., fishing, mining, lumbering), different

size populations and different distances from the metropoli

tan.centre. Consequently, again from a research design point

of view it would be desirable to examine small communities

which differ along these lines yet relate to the same single

metropolitan centre.

Halifax County, Nova Scotia, seems ideally suited

to the kind of study we conducted. The county lies on the

Atlantic coast between Guysborough and Lunenburg counties.

It is the largcs~.End ~ichest county in Nova Scotia24 and it

continues to grol', population-wise relative to other sections

of the province. 25 The county extends more than 90 miles

parallel to the coast and stretches more than 25 miles inland.

he core of the county and its fastest growing sector is metro-

olitan Halifax-Dartmouth ,,'hich had a population of roughly

185,000 in 1961, and approximately 225,000 in 1972. It is the

. 24Halifax County has the lowest incidence of low-
~ncome families among the 18 counties of Nova Scotia. See

. Scott, Wood, 1/ A Profile of Poverty in Nova Scotia",
Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousies University, 1967.

. 25As a province Nova Scotia has had two basic centres
f ~ndustry and commerce - t-!etropolitan Halifax and the coal

~teel complex centered around Sidney. The latter appears to be
~n a state of stagnation and over the past two decades its
0l?~lation has been declining. Industrial cievelopments ill the
fr~agewater area and along the Strait of Canso threaten still
urther the significance of the Sydney centre in Nova Scotia.

13



largest metropolitan area east of ~lontreal, the commercial'

and administrative centre of Nova Scotia and to a large extent

of the entire l\tlantic region of Canada. ~letropolitan Halifax

is not \vithin the County municipal jurisdiction.* Non--metro-

politan Halifax County is largely rural, composed of some 207

recognized small communities of various sizes, different
,

occupational and economic foci and varying degrees on the

traditional/modern continuum. These communities are oriented

to the Halifax-Dartmouth metropole, the largest centre within

1,000 miles; indeed the largest alternative centre within 100

iles of any of the small communities is Truro I"hich had a

Outside thepopulation of about 12,000 in the early 1960's.

etropolitan centre the largest town In the county in the early

1960's was Sheet Harbour (population of 1300) which" being

located in the sparsely populated eastern corner of the'county,

as been something of a regional centre for smaller scattered

ommunities in the area.

Halifax County has been changing rapidly Slnce the

second l'Orld I"ar largely as a consequent of the developm,ent of

he Halifax-Dartmouth metropolitan centre. The metro area has

Imost doubled betwee!' 1941 and 1961 and it i's expected to be

round 300,000 in the early 1980's.26 Doth Halifax and

. 26See Report # I, Population, Devel.opment Office,
~ty of Halifax, 1967. Recent-analysis suggest that the rate
oui~o~th has fallen off and that a projection of 265,000

c more accurate.
14



Dartmouth as well as the metropolitan area have increased in

fishing

f the metropolitan area (and consequently relatively cheap land

The rural area surrounding metropolitan Halifax

eveloped initially through the establishment of many small

ishing villages along the coast. Farming has always been a

econdary activity - the county, except for a small area inland

nd homes) continues to stretch out farther and farther into

he countryside. 27

ave been converted to year-round residences and the frontiers

ommunities have become residential communities, surr~er cottages

een influenced by the growth of Halifax-Dartmouth;

tions for services and life style. The part of Halifax County

immediately surrounding the metropolitan area especially has

increasingly provides for the county residents employment

together" the small scattered communities outside the metro

area and oriented them tOl"ards the latter. The Halifax area

geographic size as a result of annc>:ations ilnd redefinitions

in the 1960's. Consequently, in terms of both populLltion and

geographical size the metropolitan area has become proportion

ately larger relative to the rest of Ilalifax County and Nova

c.onsiderable high,,,ay construction has "collected

opportunities, commercial and social facilities and expect-

ad
nd
he

27
By 1961 most available land in the city of Halifax

been filled so that population growth in the city ceased
the 1961 census recorded a small decline in population from
1951 figures.

15



in its mid-section, 1S quite rocky and not suitable for

cultivation. Mining has been of some significance in the

county's economy. A minor gold rush wns set off in the last

half of the nineteenth century when gold '-las discovered in

several small communities; 28 limestone and gypsum has also

een disc~).Vered and Horked. Lumbering has also been of

significance particularly in the eastern half of the county.
,

he consequence of these types and scale of economic activ-

Most of the 200-odd small communities in Halifax

ounty have had a long history of settlement; most were

Inhurches and schools, dotted the county's landscape.
--
971 some 40,000 people were distributed over the 20~ small

ommunities in non-metropolitan Halifax County.

1'1" j v-..

. ties 'vas the establishment of many small, scattered. .en ~
- , \ 'J""" .J.CIv;

ommunities centred abuut specific natural resource exploi-. ~" ~
~\

ation. Saw mills, fishing plants and mines, along- with ~~ I

c>
81 I ,

stablished by the first quarter of the nineteenth century.

11 the communities selected in our study have been recog

ized conwunities for at least one hundred years. Along

ith longevity has developed a strong sense of identity

00ted in pervasive kinship ties. Locally-compiled histories

. 28The gold mines have been dormant for some time but
1th the recent sharp increases in the market value of gold
here has been con~iderable "stirring ll in the communities.

16



are available for many commllnities_ In the past d.cci1c1e in

any of thesc conununitics thc social 'structure and population

10mogeneity have been changing dramatical.ly. Generally therc

as been a significant decline of economic base outside the

etropolitan area. Fishing, lumbering, mining and farming

ave fallen off sharply. Most significant here has been the

losing of the mill at Sheet Harbour - this mill, employing

ver 100 workers, had been the only "large" economic activity

long the eastern shore of the county. Governmental efforts

a attract industry outside the metropolitan area has not been

ffective in altering the economic marginality of the area.

evertheless, an international airport has been built in the

ounty, a few small-scale industries have been attracted and/or

ustained by government support, population has spilled·over

rom the metro area and mobile home parks have become conm,on

n the county.

17



Study Design

In this report we will be concerned with accounting

for variations in the levels of c.ommunity involvement and the

relationship between affiliational patterns and types of

alienati.on. The term, community, refers to any geographical

clustering of households having recognized bounda'ries and a

long-standing name of designation and being recognized as

such by residents and public authorities. Usually when we

think of community we think of some sort of "commonness" or

Ilinvolvement" existing among persons in the constituent house-

18

Parsons, T., The Social System, 1951, p.91

Coleman, J., cp. cit.

29.

30.

smaller community (population of, roughly one thousand and

which is the fo:us of our study, there is an absence of

·tensive formal governmental machinery and a dependence on these

atural processes". Outside Halifax and Dartmouth, communities

efinition adopted above. Our working definition is similar

o Parsons' conception of community as "a collectivity, the

embers of which share a co~mon territorial area as their base

operations for daily activity".29

Within each community \"e were interested 1n examining

natural processes which develop a sense of coooounity

nd provide norms and inf~rmal structures for collective actions: 30

Ho\V'ever, since it is our purpose here to exp.mine

'involvement", it seemed imperative to use the common sense



re g~ouped into regions, each region electing a represent~

tive to the County Council. Formal government"l machinery

s thus quite limited though larger communities may have

atepayers' associations.

Before we discuss the variables and indices we used,

t is perhaps useful to mention briefly what others have

eferred to when discussing the "natural processes" marking

ohesion or involvement among the households constituting the

ommunity. Tonnies, whose gemeinschaft-gesellschaft distinct-

on has been very popular, discussed community or gemeinschaft

s involving a high degree of face-to-face interaction, co-

peration in labour and intimate kno\'lledge and indentification

f one another on the part of the members of the community.31

hile stressing interactional qualities, Tonnies talked about

hree kinds of communities: blood, neighbourhood and mind.

eality as a factor in itself helps to give r~se to cornmun-

ty, especially of course in the case of the neighbourhood. type.

t community of any type seeks to reinforce and fulfil itself

31. Tonnies, F., Gemeinschaft and Gessellschaft, English
translation by C.P. Loomis, 1940.

19
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by means of common residence; this process is referred to

"that thoseby Tonnies as the third 1"" of gemeinschaf t:

who love and understand one another remain 3nd d",ell together

and organize their conunon life." 32

Tonnies appears to have emphasized interaction,

.nowledge, identification, common labour (mutual assistance)

nd, by implication, kinship and locality. ~lDSt soclologists

ave follo"'ed Tonnies' lead in specifying the key components

f community but of course each sociologist singles out some

omponents as especially salient. Hillery, in a major work

ollating all signific~nt definitions of community,33 examined

total of ninety-four definitions, shOl,ing that the majority

hare three common elements: a territory of area, common ties

nd social interaction. Coleman placed emphasis on the identi-

ication of self. "'ith others and upon cooperation in the face

32. Ibid, p.55. Meaningful personal relations ",itho~t

locality demand energy, risking face and so on.
Locality lends itself readily to the development of
meaningful personal relations even if the "social
system" attributes of community are gone.

33. Hillery, F. "Definitions of Community", Rural Sociology
Vol. 20, 1955, pp. 111-123.



34 f 11' kh' 35 h" dof common probl(~ms. Angell, 0 oW1ng Our. el.m, emp aSJ.ze

agreement on fundamental moral issues, using as his components

of moral integration the degree of identification of self with
36 .

thers as well as common action and value consenses. Leighton

t al in their study of COllll1lUni ty37 distinguished integrated

'rom disintegrated communities according to the degree of

ommon value consensus, cooperation and density of interaction;

inship relations were also emphasized.

Homans' longitudinal study of Hilltown shed important

ight on the key components of community. He contended that

he crucial variables of the high community spirit in Hilltown

t the turn of the century were kinship ties, mutual "assista>lce,

nterest in each other and a high rate of social interaction.

t the time of con~unity impoverishment, there was l1ttle inter-

ction among the community households, little interest in one

nother or local affairs and few shared activities. Homans,

34. Coleman, J.,
,

op. cit.

35. Dur~heim discussed social cohesion in terms of the
degrp.e of morally effective relations among members
of the unit.

36. An?ell's specific indicators of these components were
cr1me rates and contributions to the community chests.
S~e.hi~ liThe Social Integration of Selected l\rnerican
C1t1es, American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 47,
1942, pp. 575-592.

37. Leighton,1I., The Stirling County Study, Vol.l, 1959
Basic Books.
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Iso pointed out the subsequent decline of shared sentiments

nd norms.
38

Homans' analysis furth~r points to the relation-

hip bebleen local conununity identification and voluntary

ffiliation. Other studies have supported this latter obser-

atio~ one sociologist observing that "involvement in 10~L

elf-government and voluntary associations is a oondition for

he stability of the communit .~

38. Homans, G., op. cit.

39
Bernard, F., American Community. Behaviour, New York,
1962, .P .. 339. See also L1twak, E., "Voluntary
ASs,:,c1a b.ons and :'lcighbourhood Cohesion", lIrner ican
Soc1ol091cal Revie~, Vol. 26, 1961, p. 260.

22



It is apparent that the ):ey components of conununity

involvement as far as the literature is concerned, include a

large number of variables, among the~ cooperation in the fBce

of problems, intimate kno\-lledge of one another, frequency of

interaction, common value consensus, shared sentiments, identi-

fication of self with others and kinship relationships. The

indices used in this study t.o assess community involvement were

knmlledge of people in t.he community, frequency of assist.ance

with friends and relatives in the community, frequency of inter-

action and assistance with households generally and participation

in voluntary associations in the community. ~e emphasized the

variable of cooperation and mutual assistance in our index of

community involvement. The variables of cornman value consensus

and shared sentiments were not directly incorporated' into our

index. Such variables are presumed to correlate highly \-lit.h the

interaction and mutual assistance measures. As Homans contends
,

"the more frequently persons interact with one another the stronger

in general are their favourable sentiments to\Vards one another, 1140

further, he notes from his HblltOlm study, "a decrease 1n the

frequency of interaction among the members of a group and in the

number of activities they participate in

d l' .ee 1ne 1n the extent to which norms are

40. Homans, G.C., op. cit.

41. Ibid.
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In this study we developed a separate index, the Community

Self perception Scale, in order to examine more precisely the

relationship bet",ecn communi ty i.nvolvemcnt and the perceived

congruence bet"leen self and others in the cormnuni. ty as regards

values and sentiments.

A critical consideration raised earlier qoncerns the

relationship between variations in community involvement and

patterns of affiliation outside the community. As the role/

function of the small community changes do people without strong

ties in the community linJ~ themselves \'lith clubs and friends

outside the community? Are involvement patterns inside and

outside the community mutually reinforcing or compensatory?

In our index of out-of-community involvement the key variables

were frequency of assistance with friends outsid'e, the community,

participation in non-local voluntary associations and'number of

outside relatives and friends with whom respondent visits as

well as the frequency of that interaction. In this index the

emphasis is placed on the interactional variable, a "weaker tie"

than mutual assistance which we emphasized in the community

involvement index. \'leak ties in general are of

ance in understanding cohesion beyond the local

critical import

, 42
COl1lr.lUnlty.

•

42. See th7 a~ticle by M. Granovetter,. '~~~~SLLcngth of
\'leak Tles , American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 78,
No.6, 1973. Granovetter noted that "strong tics
b "reealng local cohesion lead to overall fragmentation"
whereas "\-leak ties are indispensable to individuals I

opportuni ties II •
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It has been observed that He developed a separate

. d cOlnmuni ty self-perception which \;e anticipated ",ould bel.n ex,

closely related to community invQlvemc,nt. Separate indexes

were also developed to determine the modernity of outlook of

residents and their perception of success in life. The former

index, the modern versus tracli tional orientaticn I ,"-'as based on

an operationalization of Parsons' pattern variables and it Has

anticipated that it would relate closely to affiliational

patterns beyond the community. The index, perceived success in

life, was assumed to be an important bridge between patterns of

affiliation and patterns of alienation.

In the ini tia tion of the study we were concerned \qi th
. ,

the need to develop a typology of communities \·,ithin \qhich to

examine the variables noted above. The assumption was that
~

different types of communities provide different contexts for

affiliation and alienation. -
The community characteristics

initially selected Here population size, distance from the metro-

politan centre and socio-economic homogeneity; later a fourth

characteristic, the "social systemness" of the community was

added.

The population size of the conununity has been 'mentioned

The chief problem with this variable of

very frequently as critical in determining

community members.43

the behaviour of

43. See for exawple Goodman, P and Goodman, P,
Communitas Vintage, 1960.
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. at what points does it affect behavioural and attisize J.5,

tudinal differences? Does a population of seven hundred,

everything else being equal, ~rovide a significantly different

context than a population of four hundred? In this study the

range of size is only from one hundred to circa one thousand

population. Nevertheless, we believed that size could be an

44
important variable even within this small range; initially,

then, ,ve considered population as a dimension of a typology of

communities.

Distance from the metropolitan centre has often been

cited as an important community characteristic affecting COlPlTIUI1-

ity behaviour. Duncan and Reiss, among others, stressed this

variable in their analysis

d I " 45an rura communltles.

of social characteristios of urban

The problem with this variable is the

implication of the term "farther awayH or Ildistant lt
• In this

study He referred simply to mileage. . 46 d Z; pf 47DavJ.s an ... have

shOl,'n that simple distance is of importance in distinguishing

44.

45

46.

47.

Eric Fromm in his Sane Society suggested that a remedy
for the ills of moderll social organization would be
the estab~ishrnent of communitarian socialistic societies
composc.d of small groups with no more than 400-500
membe::s in each.

Duncan, 0.0., and Reiss, A., Social Characteristics of
Urb~n and Hural Corru~tJnities, "Hley, 1950
DavJ.s, K. Human Socict)·, ~lacmillan, 1948 and

CLipl~et, ~.H., Aararian Socialism, University of
a J.fornJ.a Prcs&, 1950.

Z' fJ.p , G.K., Human nchnviour (Ind The Principle of
Least Effort, Addison 0islcy, 1949.
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the effects of urbanization on SIn"ll conmlUni ties. I-lileage

h st the notion of distance in the Halifaxappears to ex au

County situation. Apart from "mileage, the small communities

are equitably connected to the metropolitan area by roads,

television, radio and magazines/newspaper; furthermore, lhere

appears" to be few significant differences in the quality of

roads and of course there is no alternative metropolit:an centre.

\~hile mileage is a continuous variable, there is some basis for

anticipating important cut-off points in our study. Form and

Miller 48 contend that the most important linkage to the city is

that of residence I·lith \'Iork. Duncan has suggested that the

maximum distance travelled from residence to I,;ork is from tl·/enty

to forty miles. 49 Finally, studies carried out in ~alifax County

suggest an urbanized region with a radius of thirty miles extend-

. 501.ng from the Halifax-Dartmouth centre.

The third variable making up our typology of community was

occupational composition. This variable has been strongly

emphasized in the literature. Perhaps Coleman has articulated

most succinctly the views of all these scholars, "similarity

of activities leading people to be subject ~o the same events

and enjoy one am>thers' company ... makes for mutual identifi-

Industry, Labour & Community
48.

49.

50.

Form, Iv., and Miller, D.,
Harper, 1960

DuOcan D "It·and ReIss·'A n-r~-(,Jrban POOU1?tlon Hovemcnt" in Batt, P.,
• 'Of CltlCS and Soc1cty, Free Press, 1957.

Hal1.fax-Dartmouth Regional STudy, February, 1960
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51
cation which pulls people together". The powerful influence

of occupation in modern day society, accurately perceived by

Dunkheim, is reflected in the voluminous literature on social

class. No doubt different occupations have somewhat different

behavioural implications.
52

Yet a cownunity characterized by

occupational homogeneity of whatever kind may be expected to
.

differ considerably from a community characterized by occupat-

ional heterogeneity. ~s one scholar has noted perhaps extremely,

"fundamentally however, the nature of a community does not depend

on the calling of its members. A fishing, mining or college town

will be found to have the same fundamental traits as a community." 53

In this study \~e considered initially concrete occupa-

tional homogeneity and occupational heterogeneity. Hom",gen-
.

eity ViaS defined as communities where over tim-thirds of the

main bread-vlinners of the constituent household are of the same

occupation. However, it was not possible to select an adequate

diversity of con~unities in this fashion. Accordingly, homo-

51. Coleman, J. op. cit.

op. cit.

52.

53.

Different types of fishing in the'community may even
mean d~fferent patterns of household involvement. Thus
s<;>me.differences might be e:<pected depending on lVeir
f~sh~ng or lobster fishing; see 1963 Annual Report,
In':'t~tute of Social and Economic Research, Hemorial
Un~versity.

Morgan, ~.E.,
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This sUbstitntion was consid-

geneity and heterogeneity ultimately was operationalized on

the basis of the socia-economic status of the occupational

distribution in each co;nmuni ty.

ered justified since I' one of the necessary conditions of a

'social interaction' community is the absence of strong status

feelings with its corollary, the presence of feelings of being

roughlY'(Jn par with one's fellows".

An important community ch~racteristic which \-las added

subsequent to the original research was the social systemness

of the community; that is, the extent to which the corrmmnity

provides within its boundaries the possibilities for a complete

way of life to its members. We believed that the crucial indi-

cator of social systemness would be the percentage of the li1bour

force employed >lithin the community.

Religion and ethnicity were not considered critical as

dimensions of a typology of communities because they appear to be

of lesser import both in modern society and in Halifax County.

\'lhile there are some exceptions to this trend, the discr imina ting

importance of ethnicity ·as measured by intermarriage rates appears

a be declining in North America. 54 More problematic but on the

lhole revealir.g the s,"me trend, have been.• the recellt analyses of

54. ~ol~inghead, A. Il. , Courtship and t1ate Selection: A
~UCi.Y of ~~C\'1 Haven, and Claii:mont, D.H., Dcvi~!lce

ong Ind~uns (lna Eskil~OS in l\plu.vik, Northern l\ffairs
and Natural Resources, 1962.
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d 'ff ces 55 Our preliminary information onreligious 1 eren ' .

Halifax County indicated that while ethnicity and religion

were important, they were less important as contexts for

behaviour and attitudes than the variables selected for the

In t his sense we anticipated a finding similar totypology.

tha t found by Homans in lIill tm'!n - that conununi ty in the ear ly

years o~,the century had religious and ethnic mixture yet the

small, distant and occupational homogenous community had a high

level of activity, spirit and identity; it appears that occu-

pational heterogeneity and the presence of nel,' nearby industrial

centres were crucial conununity characteristic~ affecting changes

in behaviour and attitudes.

Generally we anticipated that population size, distance

from metro and homogeneity would effect different patterns of
, ,

affiliation and alienation. Distance and homogeneity of occu-

pational distribution were expected to produce more favourable

contexts for conununity involvement as they grew' in magnitude;

the contrary relationship was expected to hold in the case of

population size. The relationship of these variables to affili

ational patterns outside the conununity, except in the case of

dista~ce (where a strong negative relationship was expected), was

considered problematic. The desire to develop a typology Has

based on the idea that there may be important cutoffs in each

55.
~~~5Herberg, 1:1., Protestant, Catholic and Je'." , Doubleday,
House~n~9~~~t~nghU1l'.,E., Hellt}lon uil'; S-ocl.ety, Random
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of these community characteristics and that the cornJJined

ff t O f the variables, bifurcated at certaincontextual a. 'ec's

points (i.e. size at 400, distallce at 30 Iniles, homogeneity

at 60 per cent), \-lould be' important.

It \-las noted above that the community is generally

considered on appropriate context to study alienation. Fre

quency 9f interaction patterns, group associations, cooper

ativeness, close personal ties and conunon value consensus,

factors, often synonymous \-lith community, are usually consid-

ered to provide 1m" levels of alienation. vie also noted above

that many scholars differentiate and do not accept such an

easy translation ..from community disorganization or involvement

to personal alienation or lack of it. Indeed given the view

presented earlier of the integrity and unity of modern 'society

it could very well be that those individuals \"ho are J:lighly

involved in the local conununi ':ies \"Ould be most likely to be

alienated.

Obviously the concept alienation covers a wide range

f considerations. In this study we followed Parsons' con

ception of basically two types of alienation: person-alien-

tion and value-alienation. 56 It seems reasonable to postulate

56. Parsons, T., Th .e Soclal System, Chapter 7, Free Press,
1951.
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that under rrodern societal conditions there may be strong negative

be~.~en local C01l1lUni ty cohesion and personal alienationrelationships C~

alienation and an inverse rclJtionship bctv!ecn extra-colhl.1uni ty

affiliation and valuc-aljcni:tion.

subsequently, we deleted all those communities

types of'alienation while closely related, nwy control and be

controlled by different factors. We anticipated that our

indexes'of modern versus traditional orientation, perceived

success in life and outside community involvement would relate

to value-alienation ,.,hile conununity involvement and conununity

self perception would be related to person-alienation.

Data Collection

The original plan for data collection called for the

selection of twenty-four communities outside metropolitan Halifax

Dartmouth. Given our initial three variable typology", where each

variable \'Ias bifurcated, there were eight cells and it "Ias hoped

that "Ie could select th::ee communities for each cell. 57 Due to

unforeseen and tragic circumstances, that: goal \-Jas not attained

and in the end the survey "Ias carried out in tl-Ienty-one different

ommunities, eighteen of \.;hich \~'ere in Halifax County .:lnd thrf2c

n contiguous Gt..ysborough County. In selecting the lJalifax

ounty conu . t' .'nUnl. ~es "'" f~rst constructed a list of recognized
ommunities;58

57.

58.

The project d . .
kill d' a mlnlstrator, Professor W. Benallick was

.e ~n an automobile accident.

The list of .
thr recognlzcd cOlrununitics was constructed from

ee SOurces tl 19"6Assessor I '. 1e J Census, the iIulifu>: County
dcpar~m s OffJ.c~ '.lnd the Dalifax County cnqinC'cring
on \"hct~~~'tll\dt~l.t.ton~l~y, officials \'lcre questioned "

1C commun1.t.1.C5 \'Jere "really COlllil1Unl.tlcs
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From electoral

'dcrcd [,art of thc llalifax-Dartmouth arca ilnd thosccons.l

undcr 100 or substantially larger tllilll 1300 in population,

The remaining 65 communities ",ere sorted in terms of the

original eight cell typology and the eighteen "best fits"

were selected for study.

Perhaps we should claborate on the allocation of

communities to cell category. Once the (65) community listing

was obtained ",e readily determined precise population and

mileage distance from the metropoj.itan centre.

lists and post office data ",e obtained occup~tional distri-

butions for each community. The problem of classifying commun-

ities in terms of homogenei ty \~as resolved by using the l31ishen

scale
59

to classify occupations; the seven-level Blishen scale

was collapsed into three classes and the propor~ion of occu

pations in each of the three classes was computed for each

community. To be considered homogeneous, 60 per cent of the

occupations in the co~munity ",ould have to fall in one of the

three classcs. Having operationalized the dimensions of the

typology "'e selected from the shortened list of communities

those communities best exemplifying the specific cells. For

example one cell represented communi ties vIi th very small popu

lations ('
1.e., under 400 persons), distant from the metropoli-

an centrc (i e
.. more than 30 miles) and occupationally homo-

59. Blishcn B ItA .
et al ~ 0', n Occupat10nal Scale" in Dlishcn, D.,

, ~nad1an Socicty, Macmillan 1961.
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( ' more than GO per cent in the s~me "class");genous ]., e. ,

from the list of 65 cOlmnunitics ,,'e selected three cOITJnunitics

best fitting these criteria., ,
Within each community a random sample of the house-

holds was surveyed. Analytic sampling, calling for the

60
selection of equal sample sizes from each community, v;as follovled.

For each' community a locational map of households \'1<1S developed

and the surveyed households Here dra\Vll randomly on the basis

of this mapping. In each community 20 households \'Iere surveyed.

Consequently, we have two kinds of data: individual data (21

times 20 for an N of 420) and community data (the means of

communities' households for an N of 21).

Before the actual survey was carried out a pilot study

was undertaken in two communi ties. Thi s enabled us· to delete

uestions \1hich appeared to be inappropriate or unreliable.

~ditional questions were added. This pre-test proved especially

aluable in our consider~tion of the alienation measures.

60. Ey~e~c~, H., "Social Attitudes and Social Class",
Br~t~sn Journ"l or Sociology, Vol. I, pp. 56-66.
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Description of Qucstionaire

The questionaire contained ninety-two questions and ,
the average interview time was one and one-half hours. The

areas covered included basic household data (i. e. age, SC",

educatiOl;, marital status and occupat:ion of all household

members) ,organi<ational affiliation and activi ties, including

politics and religion, in and beyond the community, and patternG

of visiting and mutual assistance \..;i th friends and relatives in

and beyond the community. A large number of questions probed

the respondents' perception of the community and the attitudes of

other residents as compared with their olm. Data were obtained

on working, shopping and use of services. Additional data deal

ing \lith attitudes and behaviour I"ill be discussed belml as l'Ie

discuss the construction of scales. Finally, there was a series

of twelve questions, (pl f f tl )) c' 11 ~us room .or urler co~~ent to )e L1 eu

out by the interv<el··ers. Th .
~ • ese were concerned w1th the general

the interviewers found almost unan-

the

Although the length of the

a trJosphere ad' .n ervlronmellt of the interview plus comments on

scnsitivenes~ 0f the questions.

questionaire was L':-:midable,

imous cooperation.

v:cre iritcr-

of the

Ilreliability test ll
. .This

Subsequent t 1
o tle completion of the survey in the twenty-

second time these respondents
Different .

lnte~vicwers were used.

per cent random sample was dr~wn

respondents and for the

Vi_Cd.

one communities, a 5
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as used to give us an idea of which questions and issues led

o the most unreliable responses. After presenting overall

esults we shall discuss the question of reliability.

onstruction of Scales and Indexes

As noted earlier, nine scales were developed to tap

O.C.I.I. - the outimensio!)s thought important in this study.

f community involvement index - was based on responses to eleven

uestions. Essentially, emphasis ,,,as placed on the frequen~

f interaction with friends and relatives outside the local commun-

ty and the number of outside contacts. Additional considerations

ere assistance patterns and.particip~tion in voluntary associations

ut these factors were not given significant weight. The O.C.I.I.,

ike the other eight "scales", was an addition index. I.C.I.I.-

e community involvement index - was based on responses to nine

index - was merely the

Visiting patterns and partici-

36

In this index greater attention was paid to reciprocal

dition

estions.

sistance \-lithin the community.

C.I.I. - total co,c.munity involvement

of the previous two indexes.

M.V.T.O. - the d
mo ern vs traditional orientation \'!as

sed on responses to f' .
l.ve multl.-part questions. Each question

s meant to refle'ct a
"pattern variable" (see above). One

tion in voluntary associations vlere also considered but not given

'gnificant weight. A f .s measures 0 l.nvolvement, both O.C.I.I. and

C.I.I. in retrospect leave something to be desired as place of

rk and participatl.·on .l.n religious services were not incorporated.



The fourth

nevertheless, as will be seen below

The index was d esigned to get at shared values and

the pattern variables of self/collectivity, achieve-

orientation. The questions, respectively, were meant

useful in this stUdy.

C.S.P. - the community-self perception index - was based

responses to six quest'ons, several OF~ _ which were multi~part

estions.

. '

ent/ascription, universalism/particularism, and ,performance/

uality (active mastery orientation). In retrospect, the M.V.T.O.

ndex has some weaknesses',

ntirnents 10 d
Y etermining the congruity between the individual and

s perception of the oth
er members of the community over several

'cas includina socio- .
tiv't' - econom~c status, political beliefs and

~ ~es, concept'on
~ of life values and religious beliefs and

37

nd fifth questions dealt ,:ith the respondent's newspaper and

respondents' attitude towards a friend who left one's

hurch, the assumption being the more one's considering it none of

ocial issues (1. e., bilingualism), the assumption 1o,8ing that the

ore widely read and interested in topical social' issues, the more

ne's business, the more modern the orientation.

agazine reading and his awareness of and interest in topical

question dealt with felt obligation towards friends and

relatives in a variety of situations, the assumption being

that the more one is oriented to friends the greater the

odern orientation. A second question dealt with the respond

nts' perception of the amount of education needed for success,

assumption being the more education thought to be ,required,

more'modern the orientation. A third question dealt with



ractices.

eighted.

These dimensions \.'ere upproximately equally

This index was quite useful in the study.

as based on

p.S.I.L. - the perceived success in life index 

five questions, one of which \,'as multi-part.'

index ranged over considerations such as satisfaction with

esidence.; attitude of household head towards his job or retire

ent, respondent's perception of whether his or her standard of

iving is getting higher or lower, perception of adequacy of

rovision for children's education and the amount of congruence

etween respondent's e>.pectation concerning his children leaving

he community and his preference for the children .. It can readily

e seen that the index measures perceived success in terms of

pecific content. Conceptually P.S.I.L. measures.th~ respondent's

. .
Non-applicable type

The P.S.I.L., index was found

r widows and respondents without children.

ings are happening as he desires.

sponses to tHO questions \'lere given a less than average score

d consequently reduced the possible P.S.I.L. scores for a group

respondents.

rception of whether he is making out satisfactorily, whether

o have several flaws especially in the interpretation of responses

As mentiol,ed above the conception of alienation used in

is study involved two distinct indexes, A.P. (person-alienation)

d A.V. (value-alienation). Another index, T.A.· (total alienation)
s formed by th

e addition of these two indexes. Items were chosen
om the most

appropriate questions used by a variety of alienation

38
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in this study. A five point scoring system \';(1S made on

item, coded such that the higher the score, the less the

A.P.

i
A.P.

an example of the A.V. items is "no\-ladays a person

pretty much for today and let tomorro\-l take care of

esearchers. Reliability checks \-lere mad8 on these items and

of them "ere modified to form the twelve item index

lienation. Four items made up the Likert-type scale for

nd eight items for A. V. An example of the items' used in

s Ita person is better off if he doesn't put too much trust in



esul ts-overviet.v

nnd I:"tra-C!::mmuni ty Involvement

In data processin<], two scores dealing ,vi th community

. nvolvement were derived: these included (a) 'vithin community

(CII) and (b) out-of-cow~unity involvement (OCII).

ach type will be treated in turn. 1\s indicated above, both

ommunity means data as well as individual data \ViII be utilized

analysis.

Communit Involvement

To refresh tre reader's memory C.I.I. scores oper-

"lere based on the breadth and intensity of respondents'

nowledge, mutual assistance and interaction vis-a-vis relatives

households in the community. 'fables I and 2 provide. us with

first clue as to the correlates of conununity invOlvement.

1 .
able I presents C.I.I. scores (grouped data) in terms of the

ight-cell. community typology which initially guided the research.

earlier we had believed that population size, distance

rte~'in~~ f~ouped data we mean that individuals in community
eraged Th e e1ght-cell h"d their C.I.I. scores grouped and
ores i~ ea ~ number of individuals so represented by C.I.I.

c cell of tables 1 and 2 vnries from forty to eighty.

1\0



licnation .
It had been hypothesized that C.I.I. scores on

\.lould be higher in smaller communi ties, in morehe average

ou s communities and in.communities more distant fromomogen .

he metropolitan centre. It was hypothesized further that

Generally there was not a great degree of variation

Tables I and 2

circa here

e greater in communities within rather than outside the thirty

ile boundary line used to dichotomize communities on the

distance from metro" variable. In terms of additive effects,

scores tended to

scores should on the aver~g2 be

41

Given that distance ISCore.

means of the grouped da ta. The mean C. I . I .. score in the

prediction was that C.I.I.

highest in
communities that simultaneously are homogenous,

and dista t fn rom metropolitan Halifax; this prediction was

Out-cell (b) in table I it records the highest mean
. I. I.

maIler communities was higher than that in larger communities

nd, similarly as predicted, the mean score in more homogenized

ommunities was greater than in the less homogenized communiU.es.·

owever, contrary to our expectations, C.I.I.

ariates in community characteristics combine additively in

roducing variation in the dependent variables and that the

ingle m~st important of the cowmunity variates would be homo

eneity of socio-economic status.
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Finally, homogeneity of

44

clearly more important than popu

from metro (as measured in this

effecting variation in community

high to low) in terms of the dichotomized

In sum, it appears that the degree of homogeneity

the population size of community both provide structural

ditions which foster greater community involvement while

from the metropolitan centre (measured in mileage)

appear to provide a strain in the same direction.

two former variables also
appear to combine additively

producing this Spec'f'c
~ ~ effect.

io-economic status is

ion size dan distance

logical analysis) in

olvcment.

terogenous cOIT~unities. This rank order was indeed

riables of population and homogeneity ,",auld bE: (1) small

produced in our data; means for grouped c.r.r. scores

spectively were 16.45, 15.95, 15.30 and 14.97.

)small, heterogenous communities and, finally (4) larger,

mogenous communities, (2) larger homogenous communities,

defined in this study, did not work out as expected,

ditive effects involving this variable also were contrary

our initial hypotheses. Additive effects based on the

riates of population size and homogeneity were as

Recalling that in addition to additive effects

postulated that community homogeneity "lould be especially

portant i)'1 producing variation in within-community involve

nt, it would be expected the rank order of average c.r.r.



The simple typology of conununities in terms of

hree dichotomous variables can only be regarded as a

reliminary research effort to search for discontinuous

TI,e C onununi ty characteristics used are variatesffectS.

nd correlation-regression analysis is probably more

Zero-order correlation analysis of conununity

(N=2l) reinforce the findings reported above.

3 shows that community homogeneity is positively

nd modestly) related to average

Table 3 Clrca here

nununity involvement while population size correlates

gatively (and, also, modestly) with average c.r.r~ scores.

e correlation between distance (miles) and average c.r.r.

slight and negative. Table 3 indicates that the strongest

rrelation is between average c.r.r. and a.c.r.r. (0.65).

not unexpected finding since it points to the patt.ern

ereby people who are "involved" In one setting tend to be

nvolved" in other rettings. Person.-alienation also

nds to be rather strongly associated "Iith conununity involve

nt - the more community involvement the less personal alien
. 2
~on. Value alienat~'on .

In these data is less significantly

to con~unity involvement. Regarding other indexes

2. I~hen .
verse the sign ~~a~~ng with. the alienation scorcs, one has to
volved giving 1 c relat10n since the scoring procedure

0\.., scores to those \vith 10Vl non-alienation.
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Indexes and Charactcristics*

Pop :'111. Homo ocn cn TCn MVTO PSIL AP AV TA CSP
Pop 1.00

Hi Ie -0.44 1.00

lIomo -0.14 0.23 1.00

ocn - 0 ",.Ii -0.08 -0.09 1.00

cn -0.21 -0 11 0.30 0.65 1.00

TCn -0.38 -0.11 0.06 0.95 0.86 1.00

HIITO 0.20 -0.46 -0.59 0.54 0.34 0.51 1.00

PSIL 0.30 -0.74 -0.45 0.20 0.05 0.16 0.69 1.00

AP -0.24 -0.05 -0.39 0.58 • 0.49 0.59 0.65 0.14 1.00

AV -0.04 -0.21i -0.54 0.38 0.26 0.36 0.75 0.40 0.82 1.00

TA -0.11 -0.19 -0.51 0.46 0.34 0.45 0.74 0.34 0.91 0.98 1.00

CSP -0.40 0.41 0.64 -0.02 0.29 0.11 -0.60 -0.66 -0.09 -0.32 -0.26 1. 00

*These are the correlations of the logs of the actual values.
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· . study table 3 reveals that high "modern vs
ed ).n th).S '

aditional" (rI,VTO) scores and high "community-self per-

ption" (CSP) scores are modestly and positively linked with

Perceived success in life (PSIL) does not
1.1. scor:esi

rrelate with C.I.I.

correlational data rather strongly reinforces the

pologic~l results and, in general, the theory behind the

rvey. High C. I. I. tends to be related to homogeneity of

mmunity, low person-alienation and O.C.I.I. Somewhat

rprisingly, value-alienation also tends to be important and

S.P. scores, while positively related to C.I.I. scores,

table 4 circa here

rrelated with the latter less than M.V.T.O. scores. The

b coefficietlts listed in table 4, it lS

the heaviest weighting (.82) is for the C.S.P.

correlations were with outside-corr~un~ty involve-

on individual data is in line with the above findings;

correlations using grouped data. Correlational' analysis

(0.35) and person-alienation (-0.23).

Relative significance of variables uS1ng group data is

assessed through regression analysis. A regression

alysis I·,as made with 10 independent variables run against the

mmunity involve t' d .men 1n ex (C.I.I.) for grouped data. Here 1t

(see table 4) that some 78% of the variance in COffiI'\-

ity involvement . . .
was accounted for - th).s ).s w1th an N of 21'2 •

R of. 31 is re(1u1'r~d f
~ or significance at the .01 level.

amining the various

be noted that

riable. Thus

rrelational analysis thus far presented referred to zero-



of Variables, Community and Individual Data for O.C.I.I.,
C.I.I. and ToC.I.lo data .
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regression analysis more clearly reaffir~s our theoretical

thinking that a major contributing factor to high rates of

conununi ty involvement is the congruence bet\vccn one I s

perception of self and how one views others in the

community. 3 The regression analysis also reveals that

person~nlienation is an important contributory factor

to C.I.I. while value alienation is much less important

and has opposite effects - that is, the pattern appears to

be that low person alienation contributes to cow~unity

involvement \Vhereas low value-alienation to the e}~tent

that value alienation is relevant at all, reduces eommun-

ity involvement. Table 4 also indicates perception of

success in life (P.S.I.L) and modern versus traditional

orientation (M.V.T.O) make substantial positive contri-

butions to C. I. I. scores (each has a b \'ieighting of more

than .SO). Surprisingly O.C.I.I. makes a relatively weak

contribution (b of .21) to C. I. I. variation.*

The regression findings appear to indicate that

community characteristics (structural variables) such as

population size, distance from the metropolitan centre,

status homogeneity and the extent to ,·,hich the community is

a total social system (i.e. measured in terms of the number

3 As in the case of all the variables treated in
the regression analysis, one could, with considcreblc support,
argue for the reverse of the causal chain proposed.

*Aetuallythe beta weight of O.C.I.I. is very substantial.
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employed within the community) do not make large contri-

butions tmmrds involvemen t wi thin the cOlrJllUni ty. Still

it is clear that homegeneity with a weighting of ·05 makes

the greatest contribution of all these variables.

Regression analysis using individual data rather

than grouped data has two definitional implications. First,

we cannot include structural level variables since variance

on these variables \;Quld be limited because of the fact .that

there would only be 21 different observations for 420

individuals. Secondly , given the relationship t·et"een N

and the number of variables used, the explained variance

attained using individual data would undoubtedly be less,

than that reached with the grouped data. Table 4 (right

hand side) shows that "e get 18 per cent of the variance

explained using four variables. Three variables, a.c.r.r.

person alienation and community-self perception have the

*same weighting (.26). Thus out-of-community involvement, a

lack of person-alienation and a congruent perce?tion of

self and community all go along "ith higher rates of commun

ity participation. Perceived success in life (P.S.r.L) also

Contributes, but has a 10l<er "eighting (0·13) than the qther

variables.

---------
*In terms of beta value (the change in the dependent variable
produced by a standardized change in an independent varlabl
when others have been controlled), a.C.I.r. is the most

. important variable affecting C.I.r. scores.
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Out of Community Involvement

Table 2 presents the a.C.I.I. scores (grouped data)

in terms of the eight-cell typology which guided the research

As noted above, it ,vas considered problematic exactly hm]

the structural variables of homogeneity and population size

would affect out of community involvement. Distance from

the metropolitan area was assumed on a common sense basis to

have a negative relationship with a.C.I.I.; it was believed

that closeness to the pervasive influences of the metro-

poli tan area would be more pm]erful than indirect effects

producing out-of-conmlunity involvement associated with higher

within-community involvement of more distant conununities. On

the other hand the consideration of the other t\"10 variables

was more unclear. Given the tendency of involvement to

generalize across social settings and given that a.C.I.I.

and I.C.I.I. were independently scored indexes. factors, such

as smaller population size and greater homogeneity, producing

high \Vi thin community \Vould indirectly also produce high out

of community involvement; however, if the t\Vo kinds of

involvement were considered compensatory rather than mutually

reinforcing then we \Vould expect higher average a.C.I.I. in

more het2rogenolls and larger ccwmunities.

Perhaps the most important finding in table 2, is that

while the varl0US means for grouped data are different, they
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arc not much off the grand mean for all the cOI"muni tics.

The slight variation is approximately the same as ",as found

for grouped da ta \"1i th rcgcJ.l:"ds to 'vi thin communi ty invo1ve-

ment. In line 'vi th our conccptllaliza tion, higher average

O.C.l.I. scores are found in con~unities closer to the

metropolitan centre. Most significantly, O.C.I.I. scores

were highest in the smaller co~~unities and population size

discriminated best of the three st~uetural variables. It

may be noted here that both O.C.I.I. and I.C.I.I. scores

tended to be higher in the smaller corrmunities within thirty

miles of the metropolitan centre. This suggests that the two

kinds of involvement are mutually reinforcing. On the other

hand table 2.reveals that a.C.I.I. scores on the average

tended to be higher in the relatively less homogenous commun

ities. It may be recalled that degree of homogeneity had

the opposite effect in regards to within community involve-

ment; there, individuals in the more homogenous cOi.~unities

tended to have higher I.C.I.I. scores. This contrasting

pattern suggests a compensatory mechanism whereby people seek

out others who are socially similar to themselves. It appears

that the degree of cor.ununity homogeneity may discriminate

beth1een types of involvement \"hereas sj.ze and distance affect

quantity of involvement. lIm'lever, it should be added here

that the difference bet'veen more and less homogeneity of

conununi ty as reg.arc1s O. C. I. I. "las ninimal. t-loreover, 1.n

interaction with the variables of size and distance (see below)
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homogeneity has ambiguous effects on involvement.

Given the above patterns concerninq O.C.I.I. scores

and given our hypothesis that effects arc additive, it would

be expected that the highest grouped mean O.C.I.I. would be

1n cell e (table 2) I',hich refers to smaller, less homegenous

communities close to the metropolitan area. This expectation

is borne out. By the same reasoning cell (d) in table 2

should record the 10l;est mean O. C. I . I. ; unfortunately it

does not, although it does have the second lowest mean score.

Cell h in table 2 has the lowest O.C.I.I. average just as,

in table I, it had the lowest I.C.I.I. mean score. It appears

that, whether W8 are referring to the community or to the

region beyond it, communities that are distant from the metro

politan area, are relatively less homegenous and h~ve a popu

lation size between 400 and 1,300 record individuals with the

least involvement. This, again, suggests a mutually rein

forcing rather than a compensatory mechanism regarding involve

ment patterns.

Other interaction, effects based on the simple typological

analysis seem to be in line with the findings on I.C.I.I.

scores. For example, controlling for size and distance as

measured and dichotomized, table 2 reveals that homogeneity

in three out of four cases positively relates to O.C.I.I.

Similarly, controlling for homogeneity and size, closeness to

metro in three of four instances positively relates to O.C.I.I.

mean scores. The same findillg applies in the case of the
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comparatively small communities. It may also be noted

that in each of the three controls the one "deviant"

case results from the fact that individuals in cell a,

that 1S 1n communities that arc relatively smaller, more

homogenous and closer to Halifax/Dartmouth, have less

out-of-community involvement than expected. Cell a in

table ~'also records less within community involvement

than would be expected, resulting in some "deviance" in

assessing interaction effects on community involvement.

In general, the typological analysis suggests that

the same structural factors that are conducive to involve-

ment within the. community are also conducive to involvement

outside the community. The type of community wherein

individuals have relatively low D.C.I.I. and I.C.I.I. scores

is the same in both instances. There is a strong suggestion

that involvement patterns are mutually reinforcing not

compensatory, and generally high in smaller, more homogen-

ous communities closer to the metropolitan area. However,
,

there is some sign that heterogenous communities may be more

conducive to out-of-community involvement while homogenous

communities are more conducive to within-community involve-

ment. In terms of our typological analysis, the type of

community most facilitative of higher internal cohesion is

the homogenous, smaller community distant f':om the metro

.Politan centre; on the other hand, the type of community
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most conducive to out-of-community involvement is the

smaller, less homogenous community close to the metro

politan centre.

Examining the correlation matrix of community means

(table 3), it is found that the highest correlation was

bet\veen a.c.I.I. and I.C.I.I. (0.65) as was noted

previously. There was also a strong correlation between

a.c. I. I. and person-alienation (the Imver the person

alienation, the higher the a.C.I.I. scores); again, this

finding is similar to that found in the case ~f within

community involvement. The third strongest correlation

was between a.C.I.I. and M.V.T.a. - the higher average

modern orientation scores, the higher the average a.C.I.I.

scores. Ther~ was also a relatively strong, negative

qorrelation (-0.44) between population size and a.C.I.I.

average scores. a.C.I.I, scores correlated only weakly

with average community-self perceptions (C.S.P.) scores,

average perceived - success-in-life (P.S.I.L.) scores,

distance from the metropolitan centre, homogeneity of the

community and the degree to which the community consti

tutes a "social system". Using individual data, corre

lational analysis reveals that, as above, a.C.I.I. is most

highly correlated with within-community involvement (0.35),

modern orientation (0.23) and person-alienation (-0.21).

Regression analysis (table 4) provides a more
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exacting test of the significance of variables affecting

out-of-community involvement. Referring to grouped data,

as with within community involvement, thc structural

variables had little impact and invariably had low and in-

significant (b) coefficients. (Size of co~nunity:- .003;

Distance from metro: N.S.; Homogeneity: N.S.; Degree of

social systemness:- .015). The variables making the

largest impact were individual characteristics; the

heaviest weighting was clearly the mOdern versus traditional

orientation variable where the (b) was 1.46. It appears

that interacting outside the community is strongly connected

to having highly modern orientations.

In general the regression analysis sharply differ-

entiates the variables having an impact on a.C.I.I. scores

from the variables having an impact on I.C.I.I. scores.

Community-self perception (C.S.P.), the variable with the

largest weighting in the I.C.I.I. analysis, apparently has

no effect on involvement outside the community. Similarly

person-alienation, a strong factor in I.C.I.I. scores, has

no significance whatever regarding involvement outside the

community, whereas value -alienation is an inportant factor

in the latter regression. Perceived-success-in-life, with

a (b) of - .70, affects outside-cbmmunity involvement differ

ently than it affects in-community involvement;* it could be

•
;~ ~he regression on group data thc small N and number of

r1ables suggest a de-emphasis of coefficients' signs.
~~terpretation of relationships has to be more contextual.
p ~s led us to rcject the following "findings" about
•• I.L. and A.V. on a.C.I.I.
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that I,'here people on the average perceive themselves as

uns1lccessful, one finds higher average 0, C. 1. r. scores.

(This finding must be treated with caution since the P.S.I.L.

index includes a bias favoring one's present community).

This finding, plus the indication that high value-alien-

ation contributes to high O.C.I.I., could suggest that

involvement outside the community may be a compensatory

mechanism for those dissatisfied with their present life-

style.
.

With the grouped data some 73 per cent of the variance

in O.C.I.I. scores was accounted for. Turning to the more

rigorous t~st of individual level data, about 17 per cent

of the variance is accounted for by three variables - C.I.I.

scores (b of .38), M.V.T.O. (b of .31) and person - alienation

(b of .17). One difficulty with the analysis of the individ-

ual data is that one cannot easily account for the loading

on person-alienation when it did not load significantly on

the comfilunity data. However, since in the case of the C0mmun-

ity data we have but 21 cases (collll11Unity means) while at the

indiVidual level the N is 420, we would be tempted to take

more seriously the individual level findings.

£onclusion

The preliminary analysis of the typology of structural

variables revealed little variation in grouped means for

inVOlvement inside or outside the community.
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also that distance from the metropolitan centre \'las measured

simply in terms of miles and that the index for ",ithin-

community involvement was somewhat biased agilinst the larger

corrununities, the proverbial "grain of salt ll must apply to

any interpretation. Nevertheless, there \'las systematic

variation in the grouped means ''lhich did follO\v the hypotheses

guiding the research. Homogeneity was the most important

structural variable affecting ",ithin - community involvement

whereas population size had the greatest affect on involve-

ment outside the community. The structural v"lriables a!?peared

to combine additively in affecting involvement and here too

the results ''lere in line with the hypotheses. \'/ithin- commun-

ity involVement vms greatest in the smaller communities, homo

genous and distant from the metropolitan centre .. involvement

outside the cOlTununity ,vas greatest ·in small, heteroge'nous

communi ties close to the metropolitan centre. ,The type of

cor.ununity having the lo\.'est involvement, either internal or

external, was the comparatively large, heterogenous community

distant from the metro~olitan area.

~lost generally, data from the typological analysis give

little support to a IIcompensation interpretation" of involve-

ment patterns. Size, distance and, to a lesser extent, humo

geneity "'ere similarly related to both within - and outside 

Community involvement. The homogeneity - heterogeneity bi

fUrcation did differentiate somC'.,/hat betlVcen types of involve

lIIent.
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The correlation/regression analysis of involvement

patterns '....as somev/hat ambiguous. Correlation data based on

means supported the typological interpretations as to the

importance of homogeneity in cOI'!l];;unity involvement and of

population size in outside-corrununity involvemcnti hO'-lever,

non-structural variables correlated more highly with the

involvement variables. A "reinforcement interpretation" of

different involvement loci seems supported by the fact that

the strongest correlation was between D.C.I.I. and I.C.I.I.

scores; additionally, person-alienation and modern orient

ation correlate strongly and similarly "lith both types of

involvement scores. The pattern clearly seemed to be that

in communities ",here individuals on the average are 10\-,7 on

person-alienation and high on modern orientation there is a

greater amount of both kinds of involvement. Regression

analysis based on grouped data resulted in a different picture.

Although approximately seventy-five per cent of the variance

in both types of involvement \'las accounted for, different

variables controlled t6e variance in each instance. The

variables \\1i th the largest weighting in the case of \vi thin

conununity involvement \.....ere community self-perception and person

alienation whereas for outsidc-conununity involvement they \'-lare

modern orientation and pcrceived-success-in-lifc. The regres

sion analysis suggests then that \'lhile there may be factors

cOmmon to both kinds of involvement there are also factors

specially salient for the different styles.
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As the analysis moved from group to individual data

there was a sharp decline in the extent to which the var-

iables used in this study helped us to understand involvement

styles. Less than twenty per cent of the variance was account-

ed for in regression analysis based on individual data. In

these data person-alienation and other involvement were key

factors controlling vari?nCei however, as in the regression

analysis based on group data, each type of involvement also

loaded on a special factor - C.S.P. in the case of within

community involvement and M.V.T.O. in the case of outside-

community involvement. Clearly the 'different involvement

styles entail both common and unique factors.

Alienation

A chief concern of our study was to document any

systematic variation in alienation among the individuals

and communities outside the metropolitan area. Two types

of alienation were differentiated: person-alienation

focusing on the feeling of being left out,of being alone and

of not trusting others - and value-orientation-focusing on

estrangement from the nature and direction of the larger

Society. Both individual and community data were used in the

examination of alienation.

~rson Alienation

Looking first at the datil on conununity means, the variables

"Cst highly correlated with person-alienation were value-alien-
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ation (0.82), modern orientation (-0.65), outside-conunun,

ity involvcmcllt (--0.58) and witllin-co~nunity involvement

(-0.49). The pattern here appears" straight-forl-wrd and

predictable - in conununi tics where there is a high level of

internal and exte)~nal interaction and \"lhere people I s

expectations of one another are conventionally modern, there

is a relatively low level of person-alienation. The struct

ural vari~bles of homogeneity and population size were also

modestly correlated \"Jith person -alienation. but distance

from the metropolitan centre vias not coro_"ela ted. Individual

data analysis was fully in line with the above findings;

person-alienation correIa ted most vii th value-alie"n" tion (0.58),

modern orientation (-0.27), level of education (-0.24),

communi ty involvement (-0.23) and outside-conununi ty in\'olve

ment (-0.21).

Tab~e 5 circa here

Regression analysis (see table 5) on grouped data indi

cated that the only structural variable significantly influ

encing the degree of person-alienation was homogeneity; yet,

even here, the (b) coefficient was the lowest of all those

utilized in acco~nting for person-alienation. Tllree variables

made the largest contribution to our accounting for 83% of the

variance; they were perccivcd-success-in-life (P.S.r.L.),
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community involvement (C. I. I.) and value-·alienation. Outside-

community involvement (O.C.I.I.) also made a contribution.

It is difficult to interpret the P.S.I.L. factor since, given

that we have to reverse the sign, the pattern seems to be the

more the perceived success in life, the more the person-alien-

a tion. .9ne can only specula te as to why P. S. 1. L .. came through

in the regression analysis and modern orientation (which had a

much higher zero-order correlation with person-alienation) did

not. Clearly though, involvement especially inside the cowmun-

ity but also outside Jf it, controls much person-alienation.

It may be noted that, in the regression analysis on individual

data, only two variables proved to be significant: value-

alienation and cOlrununity involvement. IVe also used multi-

plicative analysis (log transformation of data) but no signifi

cant differences either in 1<2 or in the (b) weightings were

indicated. That was the,typical result whenever multiplicative

analysis were drawn in the study, Other variables which could

affect the individual regression analysis, such as education,

were not included in this preliminary overvie\'l.

Value-Alienation

Correlational analysis based on grouped data revealed that

the variables most highly related to value-alienation were

Person-alienation (0.82), modern orientation (-0.75), community

homogeneity (0.54), perceived-success-in-life (-0.40) and Oqt

side-community involvement (-0.38). Value-alienation then is

at high levels in relatively homogenous communities (0.54) which

ate d' . 1 tlostant from the metropolitan centre (0.201) I \",here reSl.ccn s
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on the average are not highly involved either inside (-0.26)

or au tsic1c (-0.38) and \'lhcrc they feel themselves unsuccess

ful in life. \-li th individual data. the variables most highly

related to value-alienation were education (-0.44), person

alienation (0.58), modern orientation (-0.39) and perceived

success-in-life (-0.20). The individual "pattern" clearly

supplen~ents the group data picture dra\'ln above i 1\ success ful ll

individuals with high levels of education and modern orien

tations are the least l.ikely to be alienated from the nature

and drift of the society.

Regression ana~ysis ,·,ith the group data revealed that

only three variables basically account for 81% of the variance:

person-alienation (b of the 1.52), modern orientation (b of

.83) and outside-community involvement (b of .39). Both

modern orientation and person-alienation (with ~'s of .43

and 1.10 respectively) also had significant weightings in the

individual regression analysis where 42% of th~'variance was

accounted for. Other variables important in the individual

analysis Here cOlmnunity:-self-perception and perceived-success

in-life. It is difficult to summarize in simpl.e terms the

regression analysis Sll1Ce several important variables were

not included in the idividual regression analysis and since

the sign for the D.C.I.I. variable is difficult to interpret.

Clearly though modern orientation, perceived-success-in-life

and outside-community involvement effe.ct value-alienation.
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Table 6. Jl~'pot!"l('~cs, Cor.rcli1t1011~,

nnd l.(: Vl' 1 0 ( S1 ~',ni ( .~c .~nc .. ~

Ali.P!1nticm Indl~:-:<"~:

C0!1l:11uni.ty & Incivh:u.al D.u.t:l

HYPOTHESES CORRELATIO;\ SIGnFICJ\XCE
LEVEL

1. The greater the com:~unity involvp.r::.ent,
the less the alie1"!.3tion (total). 0::, IndividU<1l Community

+CII -Til .19 +0.34 n. s. (right direct:

2. The grc~tcr the out-of-co~vnity inv~lv~

ment, the less the alicl1'1tion (total). Or,

+OCII -TA

3. The greater the total co;,~~~ity involv~

ment, the less the alienaUon (total). Or,

+TCII -TA

4. The erea ter t~le cO;"''-'':1uni ty invC'lver..en t,
the less pc:-son.:.l ~lienntion as c()~~2red

to value alienation. Or,

.22

.25

5% (supported)

5:~ (supported)

.23 .14 +0.49 +0.26 (supported)

S. The grcnter the C''Jt-o£-cC'r.'~'...:nity :i_nvolve
ment, the less pcrso:1al '?2..ic:1,:t:Lon as
co~pared to value.' alie:1.-;ticn. Or,

r OCII & J\p r OCIL & J\V .21 .19 +8.58 +0.33 (suP?ortecl)

6. The g:.:c:ltcr '..:nc tot:ll C.·0r.':~·J11i~y i~vC'lv~

ment, the less PI.?:-so~l.':l.l al::"cn ..t~:"0:1 ':'5
C'O!:lp<.1red to value alienat.:'cn. Or,

.27 .21 +0.59 +0.35

7. The more 1:l.0CC:-1I r:w orient::.tio;'., t!\~
less tile alicn~tioll (tntal). Ur,

.39 +0.7/, 1"" (SUflPortcd)
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Tnh1~ 6. (Con·;;.nucd)

8. The more node.rn the' Orip!ltatio'" the .
less the vu.lut.~ ;:lic'n:ttion as cO:Jlp.:1~('d

to person alienation. Or,

"r
MVTO & AV r}!VTO (. AP .39 .27 +0.75 +0.65 (Rupportod)

9. The greater the congruence be ttI1C('!1 self
and <;:ommunity, the. less tile alict1ntion.
Or,

+CSP -TA -.13 -0.26 n.s. (wronp, direction)

10. The greater the con~;n';'~:1ce ~€':t;""een ~;elf

and COTl'.P.l'.mi ty, the less personal ,')li('n.:\
tion, as COl:lparec! to value alien<.ltion.
Or,

r CSp AP
r CSp AV -.01 - .17 -0.09 -0.32 (~ot supported)

n. The greater the perceivec success in life,
the less the aliena'::ion (total). Or,

+PSIL -TA .19 +0.34 n.s. (right direction)

12. The greater the perceiv€'d success in
life, the less vah!l.."' alie.n~tion a~ com
pared to per~on_aliC'.na~ion. Or.,

r PSIL & AV .20
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It is surprising however that, at the individu~l level, no

form of involvement appears to improve significantly on our

ability to account for vnrintion in vaJ.uc-alienation.

In table 6 a number of hypotheses concerning the types

of alienation are listed and the evidence for and against

presented. ~lost hypotheses I<ere supported. Community

involvement appears to be associated with low levels of

person-alienation but influences va.lue-alienation to a lesser

degree. As expected, modern orientati.ons \V'ere more associated

\'lith a lack of value-alienation than \-lith person-alienation.

Table 6 circa here

Conclusion

The analysis of alienation did indicate systematic

variation \'lhich could in large measure be accounted for in

terms of the other primary variables used in this study.

Explained variance for both group and individual data. was

fairly high and especially in the case of individuill data

One can expect even better results when knoHn predictors are

included in later analysis. Tlle structural variables of size,

distance and homogeneity - especially the latter - appear to

provide a context \vhcrein one can expect alienation levels

to be high. In larger, more homogenous communities outside

metro there is u· favourable conte:-:t for high person-alienation

and in more distant, homogenous con~unitics there is a

faVourable context for high value-alienation. (The extent to
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which a community can be characterized as a total or complete

social system was irrelevant as far as alienation 1S conc.erned.)

Yet the structural variables' impact was clearly much less

significant than the individual characteristics.

Value-alienation and person-alienation clearly are quite

closely related as was evidenced in both the individual and

group data for correlational and regression analysis. Some

factors such as modern orientations contribute to both 101'1

person alienation and low value-alienation. Yet it is also

clear that involvement patterns are especially critical in

the case of person-alienation whereas modern orientations alld

perceived success in life are especially critical in under

standing 101'1 value-alienation.
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Total Involvement and 1'otul l\lienation

As noted above \ol.1.thin ar.d outside community involvement

scores \'Jere added together to yield total involvement scores

(T.e.I.I.). O.e.I.I. und e.I.I. were roughly equully "eighted in

T.e.I.I. eorrelutional unalysis on grouped datu (tuble 3) indi-

cated that the structural variable most strongly correlated with

T.e.I.I. "as population size (-0.38); generally the smaller the

population, the greater the average total involvement. Homogen-

eity and distance produced comparatively insignificant correla-

tions. Among the non-structural variables, n.v.T.O., P.S.I.L.,

and e.s.p., were all correlated directly "ith T.e.I.I., while

A.P. and A.V. were inversely related. The key variables were

modern orientation (.51) and person-alienation (-0.59). Using

individual data the correlation analysis yields similar results:

H.V.T.O. (.22) and .... 1'. (-0.27) "ere the variables most signifi-

cantly correlated with T.e.I.I. Regression analysis on T.e.I.I.

was consistent "i th the correlational analysis; both I-,i th grouped

and individual data, person-alienation and modern orientation had

the largest I-Jeightings (table 4). In addition, e. S. F. - contributed

Significantly in the regressioll analyses. In sum, total involve

~nt is greater. in the smaller communities with a 10\'] average

leVel of person-alienation and a high average modern orientation.

Total alienation (T.A.) represents the combination of
Petso _

n-allenation and value-alienation scores. Value-alienation
, ap

proximately double the Height of person-alienation 1n the
.~ -. lndex.
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Table 7 circa here

In table 7, t.,hich refers to our initial typological c12ssi'"

fication of the Halifax County cor.ununitics, there are system-

atic differences in T.A. by degree of homogeneity,_ distance

from metro and population size. Taking into account the cate-

gorization of the other structural variables (i.e. controlling

for) we find, in turn, that in all comparisons lerger popula-

tion, more homogeneity and closeness to I:\ctro ",ere associated

witl\ higher levels of alienation. It may be noted that the

same patterns hold also for both person-alienation and-value-

alienation. In Table 7, as expected, cell (c) records the

highest level of alienation and cell (f) the lo~est level. Cell

lc) also records the highest levels of both person-~lienation

and value-alienation while cell (f) records the lowest of both

kinds of alienation. It appears then that for ull measures of

alienation the most favourable cOliU'l1unity context for high alien-

ation is the larger, more hOI\~ogenous cO!!lITluni ty \\"i thin thirty miles

Of the metropolitan centre; the most favourilble cOfTl.munity context

for low alienation is the smaller, less homogenous co~munity beyond

th'ltty miles from metro.

Correlational analysis with T.A. reveals that degree of

hotnogeneity (. 51) is the most important structul"<ll variable. t\'ith
the

grOUped data, the mo~t importanL non-structural varia.bles 1n
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Table 7. HeiInS of Communi ty l\liena tion

Dy Populntion, Distance from Urban Centre and

*Degree of Occupational Homogeneity.

Under 400 Population Over 400 Population

More Homogeneity

Less Homogeneity

Ihthin
30 Hiles

39.61
(a)

41. 57
(e)

Beyond
30 ~1iles

42.17
(b)

43.49
(f)

Within
30 Hiles

36.17
(c)

40.29
(g)

Beyond
30 Hiles

41. 01
(d)

41. 65
(h)

* Given the way alienation responses were coded,

the higher the score the lower the alienation.
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the correlational analysis were modern orientation (-O.7~) and

out-of-con~unity involvement (-O.~6). Individu.J.I level correT-

ational analysis (table 3) prcJuuced similar resI.11 ts. Such

findings reflect p.J.rtly the fact th.J.t A.V. was weighted so

heavily in T.A. Regression analysis at both the 9rouped and

individual level affirms the importance of lnodern oriclltation

(see table 5) as the key variable controlling variance .in total

alienation. Perceived success in life also came through as

important in the regression with grouped data.

Overall Summary

Here \ve have be;n interested in the small COIIL'Tlunit.y in

mass society. Researchers have contended that vertic(~l rather

than llorizontal linkages integrate the diverse activities of

community life, reproducing at the local level the elite/masses

model characteristic of the larger society find creating a sense

of futility concerning locally based efforts to umeliorate per-

ceived social problems. We have been exploring in the smaller

conununities the "natural processes which develop a sense of commun

ity and provide norms and informal structures for collective actions."

Vie have also been concerned with whether the Itnatural proccsses tl have

tnerely been diverted or reproduced orl a different basis - i.n our

terms \."hether cOIT\J.i\uni ty involvement and extra-communi ty involve-

~ent are mutually reinforcing or compensatory.

Generally it has been found that the tHO types of involve

~nt (both representing more elementury social behaviour) tend .to
b(,

Itl.ore mutually reinforcing than cornpensil tory. Those cOITlI:l'..lni tics
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ranked the top five in terms of average cOIrJllunity involvement

are also ranked in the top eight in terms of average involve-

ment outside the corrl1iluni ty. Size, distallce from metro and

degree of homogeneity, each produce, when the other bifurcated

variables are "controlled for", a roughly similar context for

both kinds of involvement. Correlation/regression analysis on

grouped ·data reveals also the positive relationship bet\'leen the

kinds of involvementi additionally person-alienation and modern

orientation emerge as important variables (though not Hithout

some ambiguity) \vhether we are exmaining total involvement or

any of its subtypes. Individual level correlation/regression

analysis affirm the group level findings.

Despite the overall trend for congrucp-ce .:::nong types

of involvement, there are some important differences \\'.ith signi

'ficance for the larger question of the small community in mass

socit!ty. Occupational homogeneity is a cOITuuunity contextual

factor unambiguously important in facilitating 'vi thin-coi!1JTIuni ty- .
involvement. Correlation/regression analysis at both the group---and the individual level also points to the porceiv8c similarity

between self and others in the con@unity in terms of values and

sentiments as very irnportant in effecting high levels of commun

ity .
~nvolvement. Accordingly, one might vlell expect that the

n.tur 1a processes generating a sense of community remain operative

in tr d' .a ~t~onal, small corr~unities. On the other hand in the larger

8""'11 conununities, heterogenous and distant from the ;r.ctro urea

on. ':Ould not expect the I1 na turt'll p:-ocesses" to be as strong, nor
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deflected in terms of outside involvement in this age of growth

centres and metropolitan growth. It is kno\vn from our research

that high levels of social systemness of community (i.e., % work-

ing in the community) are associated with high levels of both

conwunity and outside-community involvement. The larger small

conwunity in the hinterland no longer offers special advantages in

this regard over its smaller "neighbours" I as work-place and com··

munity become increasingly separate.

Just as there are special variables influencing commun-

ity involvement so, too, unique constellations affect involvement

outside the community such that the smuller, less homogenous com-

munity close to metro provides the most favourable context. Per-

haps the life style entailed represents the compensatory involve-

ment alternative to the "conwunity identity" generated. most in the

traditional, srllall hinterland communi ties. Correla tional/regression

analysis of outside community involvement. suggest however that the

variable, perceived success in life, mediates outside communi~y

affiliation and participation. It was more ambiguously related as

regards to involvement \vithin the cOTilri.lunity. This is an important

~int, suggesting that a "satisfactory'! level of involvement, given

the shift from traditional to modern life-style' entailing affili

ation beyond locality, depends more no\.; on "status considerations II

~an it did formerly. It may also be noted that the larger small

COl!Utlu .
nl.ty, homogenous and distant from the metropolitan area pro-

·ide
s the least favourable context for involvement outside the

Cocnnuni ty .

We have observed that the most favourable community
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context [or high alienation is the la.rger sma.ll community, hom

ogenous and close to metro, and the most favourable context for

10\-/ alier:a tion is the sr.'!.,J,llel-, less ho~ogcnolls communi ty distant

from the metro. It may be noted that the conununity contexts filV-

ourable for either inside or outside involvement were different.

The data referred to above suggest that Hi.thin community involve-

ment is ~ore importantly related to person-alienatidn than is out-

side community affiliation. On the other hand, outside involve-

ment is much more importantly related to value-alienation. It

seems clear that those \'1ho are not estranged from the nature and

direction of modern society are those \oJho have developed affili-

ational and particip2.try relationships beyond loculity.

The fact that person-alienation has little relationship

\oJith distance from metro \\Thile value-alienation is modestly corre-

~ated reaffirms the point that extra-ccfi1fi.1unity ties, inversely

related to distance, are critical in preventing extral1gement from

modern society. It is important too that mochrn orient.ation, crit-

ical variable in reducing alienation (and especially v~lue-alien-

ation),moderately and negatively correlates with dist~nce from

metro and degree of homogeneity.

Beyond involvcment and alienation the most important of

the variables discussed in this report has been modern orientation

(\1hich ~s based on an operationalizat::"on of the pattel:-n variable

Schema of Parsons). Hodern orientation is relat.ed to all types of

inVOlvement and alienation; it tends to increase involvement and

to tedllce all"enatl"on'. . . --Exam~ll1ng the modern orlcntatlon variable
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we find it is not correlated as much with size of population

as it is (negatively) with distance and homogeneity; it is

also more related to outside involv0Inent and v.Jluc-alienation

than it is to inside COI~:r:lUnity involvement and person-alien

ation; also it tends to be highly correlated \·,ith perceived

success in life. Under these circumstances \'.'8 are not surprised

that H.V.T.O., with individual data, correlates strongly with

education (.52) and moderately with incOf.le (.28). Nodern ori

entation may, as some theorists have suggested, provide a basis

for an ?dequate level of involvement and a 10\'.' level of alien

ation in modern society but umong the uneducat.ed, the poor and

the resident of the hinterland, it is corr:parc:~t.ively (a,nd probably

becoming more so) less li}:ely that it constitutes a useful anti

dote to corrununi ty breakdo\vn and estrangement.
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THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Aided by a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, Dalhousie University established its
Institute: of Public Affairs in 1936. Conceived as an experimental centre, it has served as a
bridge between the university and the community in the areas of social science and public
policy.

In the Canadian experience, the Institute of Public Affairs is probably the oldest existing
university branch with a record of continuous performance in research and education
carried out in active association with the community.

The Institute has had a clearly discernible influence in the life of the region. Its functions,
programs. and methods of operation have anticipated society's questioning of the
traditional roles of universities. In initiating as wdl as in responding to change, the
functions of the Institute have grown, as have the demands upon it.

Program Areas
For over thirty-five years, the Institute of jJublic Affairs has worked in four closely
interrelated fields:

(1) Industry, with programs in management development, labour education. and
labour-management relations

(2) Public administration, with emphasis on local government
(3) Regional and urban studies, with focus on economic, social. and governmental issues
(4) Services to citizens, organizations, and community group~

The Institute library contains specialized collections of mpterial, largely unavailable in
any olher library in the Atlantic Region, concentrated in the main areas of our program
interests. II serves both the public and the university.
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